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‘Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— I took the one less traveled by, And that has 
made all the difference’ Robert Frost



Copy this the right way.

You have permission to post this, email this, print this and pass it along for free to

anyone you like, so long as you don’t change or edit the contents or the format. Please

pass it along to those business owners, sales leaders or salespeople you believe are

craving fresh ideas to build their business, and feel free to make as many copies as you

want. We reserve the right to bind it and sell it as a real book. The StorySeller™ is a

pending trademark of Bernadette McClelland.

Copyright

About This Edition
The ideas in this paper form the foundation for ‘business-people who sell’ to become a
StorySeller. These ideas also form the basis of our various business development
offerings we invite you to explore with us and are also aligned with our Story-Powered
Sales™ Program, in collaboration with Anecdote International.

In short this is more than just another eBook or White Paper.

About The Author

Bernadette McClelland

Bernadette McClelland is a natural storyteller.

She is the creator of the StorySeller’s Circles –

a concept dedicated to raising up professional

salespeople and business leaders to connect,

influence and sell change in the business world.

An accomplished author in her own right,

Bernadette wrote ‘The Art of Commercial

Conversations – Drive Revenue. Increase Margin.

Sell A Difference’.

You can check out more about Bernadette’s

approach, her keynote speaking and consulting

at www.BernadetteMcClelland.com
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The StorySeller
A StorySeller is a sales professional who overachieves. Whilst ensuring they succeed,
personally, they also focus on both their company and their client’s company success and
is very much focused on the Buyer’s Journey. Solution Selling, whilst having the best
intentions, tends to result more on the Seller’s Journey being reached.

Most people when they hear the term ‘StorySeller’ make a huge assumption that it is simply
another term for a storyteller.

And its quite logical that some might interpret it that way.

However, there is so much more to StorySelling than simply following Joseph Campbell’s
Hero’s Journey, adopting a ‘Once Upon a Time and Happily Ever After’ ideology or shooting
the breeze over a ‘Weekend at Bernie’s’.

Bernadette McClelland has developed a systematic methodology to help a business over-
achieve, whilst contributing to a customer experience rooted in trust and connection.
Whilst this methodology will help many struggling sellers lift their bar to the level of
solution seller, at the same time it will direct the solution seller toward StorySeller status.

It’s a proven and impactful driver of revenue that many businesses are simply not
leveraging enough, and we will share the core of our methodology in this document.

But before we venture down that path, let’s further define StorySeller.

What Is A StorySeller?

At the time of writing this
document, Wikipedia and the
traditional dictionaries have yet to
define the meaning of StorySeller.
If you do a Google search you are
likely to find a handful of sites
that reference the word StorySeller
with limited definitions around
storytelling. These articles are
typically related to product
development, brand strategy or
presentation skills. There is no
formal structure or framework to
help the sales function of a
business build revenue and loyalty,
mitigate buyer risk, increase seller
influence, and build connection.

It might be timely, therefore, to put a stake in the
ground and formally launch this portmanteau by
marrying these two very powerful words - Story and
Seller.
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True sales professionals realize StorySelling is more than just telling stories. There are
three critical principles that we believe the savvy ones lean into, in order to excel at
their craft of professional selling.

These three principles include:

Ø Personal leadership and understanding the psychology of human behavior
Ø Thought leadership by bringing fresh ideas to the fore in ways that are memorable
Ø Sales leadership by leveraging best practice questions, insights and relationships.

StorySellers can be found at any level of an organization or business and operate in a
highly commercial, strategic way - either intuitively or instructionally. For those for
whom StorySelling doesn’t come easily, our structure guarantees it will.

The StorySeller Circles

This document is about why rising to the status of StorySeller will ensure you ultimately
excels in the profession of selling.

Since time immortal, humans have leveraged story – and the three types of stories in our
StorySelling Circles Model that enable you to not only ‘Influence Your Market’ but
‘Market Your Influence’, include – Internal Stories, External Stories and Essential
Stories.
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Internal Stories – are our beliefs, our values, our rules, and the metadata that makes up

who we are and therefore, triggers our responses. Psychology experts have espoused the
virtues of fields such as NLP and Coaching to help humans overcome or strengthen their
internal stories. ‘The global personal development market size was valued at USD 41.81
billion in 2021 and is anticipated to expand at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
5.5% from 2022 to 2030’ according to GrandView Research. That’s a lot of people wanting to
change their internal dialogue and it would be fair to say, the majority would be ‘business-
people who sell’.

External Stories – are those we explicitly tell others, and typically, in the following three

ways:

Orally - Through song or chant or speech. The great Greek philosophers like Homer

would attract huge crowds and forge emotional connections through oral stories founded
on love, war and tragedy. As sellers, we need to be very clear on what the stories are we
tell in a sales conversation because we need to forge emotional connections with our
audiences – our clients! Whether it addresses pain and gain, or win and loss scenarios,
relevance is key.

Visually - Whether through the hieroglyphics of Egypt’s pyramids or the petroglyphs in

the caves of New Mexico, early man communicated messages through imagery. With
remote selling and video now a tool of trade for modern day sellers, how do we visually
tell our stories, share our messages and demo our offerings, whilst also ensuring a
sensory and relevant experience for our buyers.

Written - The Epic of Gilgamesh written over 4000 years ago on cuneiform clay tablets

is the earliest proof of the written word – way before monks would individually translate
books using parchment and quills tucked away in scriptoriums. Sellers are no different in
that they need to innovate their processes for proposals and presentations – reviewing
the use of PPT slides - to ecologically share stories of influence and connection.

Essential Stories – are like a third leg to a 3-legged stool, and the one that is almost

always broken. At the same time, it is the icing on the cake when it comes to
commercialization (sorry for mixing my metaphors!). Essential stories aren’t stories we tell
ourselves or others. They are stories others tell us and the fodder for drop-dead, amazing
negotiations and proposals. That’s because the answers we are seeking lie with the client, not
us. Unfortunately, these stories are the ones most neglected in sales conversations negatively
impacting negotiations, proposals and deal-making.

When a seller elicits the right stories from a buyer, they exponentially increase trust and
loyalty, leading to overachievement of earnings and market share. What stops these stories
being uncovered, though, often loops right back to those internal stories, sellers tell
themselves.
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Telling, Selling or Excelling?
According to the global consulting firm, Korn Ferry, just 53% of sales people are achieving quota—

meaning 47% aren’t meeting their sales goals which tells us baseline sales approaches are no

longer working as they did in the past, so where do these sellers need to transform to perform?

Do we replace those teachings? Absolutely not! Solution Selling is still a fundamental pillar in

going to market and StorySelling is a necessary layer that sits atop Solution Selling adding

gravitas to the business of agreement.

Seth Godin would say StorySelling is a way to ‘passionately sell our art’ in a Connection Economy. 

Dan Pink, author of To Sell Is Human, would say it’s a path to ‘move people’.  

And I believe it’s about selling a difference so that our buyers know we are also invested.

This StorySelling approach, therefore, calls for a new breed of seller – someone with an emotional

and spiritual propensity to be present to a conversation, care about the person behind the

purchase and bring both value and values to the table.

The journey, therefore, from Struggling Seller to StorySeller means doing the work – the inner

work, the outer work, the higher work, and the deeper work. It means committing to what you do

and loving what you do. Our framework here demonstrates seven principles of that journey:

THE STRUGGLING SELLER

Talks product and price

Believes DISCOVERY happens at the 

start of the sales conversation

Believes stories are things you “tell”

Sees risk as something that matters to  

the buyer BEFORE the contract is signed.

Has money beliefs that cause discounting,  a 

scarcity mindset and fear of authority

Struggles with consultative and solution  

selling concepts

Has Ineffective Conversations because  

they are not prepared, have no strategy  

and wing them.

THE STORY SELLER

Sells change and trust

Knows REAL DISCOVERY happens before 

the start of the first sales conversation

Believes stories are also things you “seek”

Understand risk matters more to the buyer

AFTER the contract is signed.

Is well compensated. Comfortable holding  

margin and connects with buyers as people

Leverages stories to augment consultative  

and solution selling concepts

Has Irresistible Conversations because

they ask the right questions & tell the

right stories.
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What Are The Stories You Tell?

When Simon Sinek introduced us to ‘Start
with Why’, I negated his idea because I
believe he was, and is, missing the inner
most circle, ‘Start with Who’.

I was a smoker for years and it didn’t matter
how many times I read the words on the
back of those cardboard boxes – that I would
lose my limbs, my lungs would collapse, or
my life would be over – dying was not a big
enough reason as to why I should quit. It
wasn’t until I caught myself and my internal
dialogue around who I was showing up as vs
who I wanted to show up as, did anything
change.

If we are to talk about stories, then we cannot omit these strongest, most impactful stories of
all – the stories we tell ourselves about our buyers, our product, our markets and ourselves.

We refer to this awareness as Story Catching and it is such a fresh, unique starting point that
stereotypical sales training doesn’t offer. Ours is a human based soft skills approach vs a
mechanical hard skills approach and it is a key point of difference for us and our offering.

In frequenting forums where ‘sales gurus’ hang out, such as LinkedIn, you will find
conversations typically around such topics as cold calling vs social selling, how to smile and
dial or the top 10 ways to overcome objections. These resources are for those sellers looking
for the silver bullet in getting their foot into doors and then turning those doors into dollars.

We feel the most transformation will occur when these Struggling Sellers begin to shift the
internal stories that they tell themselves, which if not addressed, will most definitely cap
their potential to excel, and therefore impact the business objectives.

The Solution Seller is a little different. With an elevated level of confidence and conviction,
and usually solid skillsets behind them, they are adept at trotting out various interesting
stories, whilst following the consultative sales approach of discovery, negotiation and close.
However, too many still veer onto the irrelevant side of the road, due to an excess of
enthusiasm and talking and a lack of curiosity or story seeking skills.

Most of what they do is story telling in relation to their product, company, benefits and
offering as is noted in the case of the humble case study (or humble brag).
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How often have you couched your success under the guise of a customer’s success..., “We
helped our client xyz, do abc.” Who is this about? Same horse, different jockey. You
galloped in on your trusty white charger to save the client’s day – it’s still about YOU!

We prefer to shift the term case study to that of success story and make the buyer the
hero who succeeds –we just stood by and helped. Our framework makes this possible.

Most of us underestimate our ability to tell a commercially sound business story – because

we don’t have a structure. We think it’s about a series of events – ‘We launched our new

product, and it provides amazing versatility for our clients, and what’s more it meets all

the requirements to help you be more productive’. Full of ‘benefit words’ but we must do

more than share benefits for our buyer to commit emotionally – they need to see, hear,

and feel themselves in a story for true decision-making buy-in. In fact, they want that!

As I mentioned, it takes work. It would be so easy to think, ‘Yeah, stories are interesting,

but I’ve got to close deals, and my buyer needs to know the facts and timelines and dollar

breakdown for me to do that, so there’s no time for emotions or stories in these sales

conversations?’

But when the likes of Mike Bosworth, author of ‘Solution Selling’ realizes the time has

come to evolve the sales approach from the industrial age methodology of the 1980’s,

toward a story-based sales approach for current times, then businesses would be wise to

stay open to a fresh approach as well.

The StorySeller, therefore, is interested and curious and are not just content to sell. They

want to explore what’s really going on behind the door of their buyer. They want to

understand not just the business, but the impact changes in the business has on the buyer.

To do this, they elicit the most important, compelling, troubling and aspirational stories.

We call this Story Seeking because they elicit the who and the why, the when and the

where to serve the client. And they do that by leveraging deliberate questions.
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In most cases, sellers focus too much on the mechanics of the sales process and ask superficial,

surface level questions that serve their purpose. Either that, or they take their buyer’s default

answer and run with it, absent mindedly, applying their own interpretation, without digging

deeper or asking the buyer for context and examples.

StorySellers also have an innate ability to seed stories so that other people tell them on their

behalf. To have a story be your salesperson when you cannot be in the room with decision makers

is powerful. It’s powerful because, potentially, there will always be someone with a different or

hidden agenda in negotiations ready to veto a decision. It is so easy for opportunities to be

quashed behind internal doors without you there to support your proposal. A story being told by

someone else on your behalf could be your best salesperson, ever.

Mike Adams, author of ‘Seven Stories Every Salesperson Must Tell’ and Shawn Callahan who wrote

‘Putting Stories to Work’ refer to these as trigger stories – supportive and empowering stories

that can spread and retold when you are not present.

Because StorySellers understand their greatest competition is not the company down the road,

but a little word called ‘maybe’, they seek and share stories to mitigate risk and decision

resistance. They realize that their buyer’s greatest fear is not about product fit or money, it is

what happens,– or potentially doesn’t happen, after they have signed the contract. And this fear

is simply an internal story – one your buyer is telling themselves about you, your product and

company. Too many sellers either agree with the buyer by doing nothing or justify this belief by

becoming defensive. Neither of these strategies will ever produce a ‘YES’. If you cannot eliminate

that risk and address your buyer’s story effectively – with a more empowering story – then you will

miss every opportunity.
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What Problems Do Your Stories Solve?
To understand the different stories that you need to speak and seek, means understanding 
what your buyer wants and doesn’t want.

And they want their problems solved, or their aspirations achieved.

PLEASURE

BUYER PSYCHOLOGY MAP

PAIN

Sigmund Freud introduced us to the Pleasure Principle – one that Tony Robbins elaborated
on, and we refer to in our programs as the Buyer Psychology Map - the fundamental baseline
we all use to make decisions – to either move towards a gain or away from pain. If we can
help our buyer address their pain, then that it makes the sale easier. That’s what people will
pay for – to have their problems solved. But we need to understand what pain points we can
immediately help them with – and strategic story bridges that gap.

The Rain Group shared their studies on what buyers want most from sellers, yet are
surprisingly, not receiving. Two key areas of frustration and concern where they felt sellers
were letting them down, just happen to fall into speaking and seeking! Those two areas are a
lack of education and a lack of listening.

• 64% of buyers are seeking ideas and perspectives, but only 44% of sellers are delivering.
What are the internal stories to cause sellers to not communicate ideas and
perspectives?

• 71% of buyers want a seller to help them discover what it is they really need, yet only
26% of sellers are doing so, and a huge 89% are saying this is challenging for them.
What is so challenging that these salespeople cannot bring relevant stories into a
conversation and draw parallels to help their buyers with fresh insights?

• 68% want to be shown how to solve one of their business problems but only 1 in 4 are
able to listen effectively. How much money is being left on the table by sellers not
being able to ask key questions and elicit essential buyer stories?

LOSS

Small  
Pleasure

GAIN

Big Pain
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The Economics Behind The StorySelling Skillset

The Dunning Kruger effect is when people would rather pretend to be smarter than they are

rather than risk looking like looking a loser. I remember laughing at a joke when I didn’t really

understand it, only for my team mate to ask, ‘What did they say?’ I had no answer. I guess I was

suffering from the Dunning Kruger effect, not want to look dumber than I felt by not ‘getting the

joke’.

A similar thing happens with salespeople. They don’t believe they need to learn another set of

skills, because they feel they have their finger on the pulse, and they think ‘Hey I can tell stories

at the pub or around the BBQ and people love my stories, so I can easily transfer that ability into

my sales conversations – I don’t need to learn how’. But StorySelling is so much more than just

telling stories, so they miss the boat completely. Best case scenario is they meet their need to be

liked and are seen as a fun person and worst-case scenario is the buyer infers they are a bit of a

waffler and potentially won’t get taken seriously enough. StorySelling is a business skill.

The Peter Principle is another point of contention because this is where someone in an

organization is promoted, and by default, they effectively reach a level of incompetence because

they have never done this role before. Take a typical sales environment where a salesperson has

been promoted from the floor to the role of sales manager. Because they have never done that

role before, how can they be deemed competent? One solution is to ensure the leader has the

appropriate skill development, but the dilemma lies in the fact that the sales manager would

rather pretend they know how to do the role, than put their hand up for additional support

because that might potentially spell incompetence. How can these leaders help their team take

their skillset to the next level if they are operating under the Dunning Kruger effect? How can they

increase their revenue and profits if they are not prepared to introduce modern selling skills for

themselves? The question must be asked!
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Moving Up The Ascension Ladder
You will notice we have grouped the stages into each of the categories - Struggling Seller,
Solution Seller and StorySeller. This is because it is an ascension model, and our goal is for
you, in mastering the StorySeller Circles, is to become more significant and sagacious. In
other words, to go beyond a trusted advisor and be tarred with the brushes of relevance and
wisdom.

For each of the three stages we have aligned three key activities on which to focus. This will
give you the opportunity to cover off each rung of the ladder, either side of where you feel
you sit. For example, if you feel you are currently at the stability stage, cover off survival as
well as success. This effectively gives you nine different points of execution and learning –
not too much, not too little! Just the right amount of focus and momentum whilst gamifying
your growth.

Over the page you will also see the nine activities for each of the six rungs of this ladder.

Where Do You See Your Identity and Impact?

In the ‘Seven Habits of Highly Effective People’, Stephen R. Covey makes a distinction
between efficiency and effectiveness. Moving up a ladder swiftly is efficient and having the
ladder be against the right wall is effective. Based on that we will use the analogy of a ladder
and its rungs to help you be more efficient and effective.

We believe for you to excel in your role, the right wall is StorySelling, and two key factors
that ensure that climb includes your Identity and your commercial Impact.
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Stage Four: Strategy

Stage One: Survival

1. Get Honest - Identify the meaning you have placed on the word ‘selling’, share with 
someone and begin to reverse it 

2. Decide Swiftly- Decide whether this is the role you want to pursue – Yes, or No?

3. Dig Deep - Itemize what you love about your career choice and tell someone why!

1. Outcome Management -Create your own personal 12-month revenue goal, align to your 
target market and create non-negotiable key performance activities to achieve it

2. Value your time – Stop doing low value activities and identify existing resources to 
leverage

3. Get Leverage - Find a mentor or growth focused peer group of like-minded people to 
hold you accountable to your actions and non-actions.

Stage Two: Stability

1. Monetize the Shift - Identify your beliefs around money

2. Optimize your Commitment - Declare your desire to overachieve and publicize the 
metrics you will commit to.

3. Internalize Value - Define your company’s value, the value of your offer in the 
marketplace and reference evidence of your own value as well. 

1. Message Matters - Craft your message to market and build out relevant personal and 
company stories 

2. Generate More Opportunities - create a prospecting cadence and a deliberate call to 
action for your top 20 prospects

3. Shorten Sales Cycles- review your database and segment into new opportunities, lost
opportunities, SOW opportunities, existing opportunities

Stage Three: Success
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1. Strategize Brilliantly – write, talk, collaborate and identify blogs, newsletters, white  
papers, reports, podcasts and the like to leverage and share with prospects/clients

2. Price the Dollars - Re-evaluate pricing and create a solid story to address your value v your 
price 

3. Be Meaningful – Change your case studies to success stories and build out your influence  
stories to increase buyer acceptance and reduce buyer resistance.

1. Turbo-charge marketing efforts – create a modern way to stay in touch with clients and  
prospects so you can be of further value to them and gain more share of wallet.

2. Seek stories – leverage the six question categories to elicit the stories that matter most to 
your buyer – personally and professionally.

3. Deliver Wisdom – Gain clarity around the outcomes your clients have for their clients and 
know how that value is measured so you can create strong, relevant and commercial stories 
moving forward.

A Hat Tip to StorySellers

At this point in time where humanity has gone through a world-changing pandemic causing our
buyers skepticsm to be sky high, the world wants leaders who can live the StorySeller Circles
by speaking stories and seeking stories – by educating and by listening even more.

Buyers love StorySellers because they bring relevance and wisdom to a world that craves it.

Next Steps

To introduce the concept of strategic StorySelling to your Organization, Association, Sales 
Team or Business Group, please contact Bernadette directly.

Our programs, workshops and coaching are suitable for this modern, remote and virtual world 
we now find ourselves in where people are looking for that unfair commercial advantage.

Bernadette is also a sought-after Keynote Speaker for Conferences and Sales KickOffs.

Stage Six: Sagacious

Stage Five: Significance
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P: +1 720-346-0757

E: admin@BernadetteMcClelland.com

www.BernadetteMcClelland.com

STAND OUT
Unleash Your StorySelling Genius

Available for Keynotes, Workshops, Strategy 
Sessions and Coaching 
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